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Stimulated Raman emission and frequency scanning in an
optical waveguide
V. N. Lugovol
P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, USSR Academy of Sciences
(Submitted March 12, 1976)
Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 71, 1307-1319 (October 1976)
Equations are derived for stimulated Raman emission in an optical waveguide. The arbitrary number of
components of the radiation and also the dependence of the refractive index on the light intensity are
taken into account in the equations. Solutions of the equations are obtained for some cases of practical
interest. On the basis of the solutions the following phenomena are predicted and investigated: "ladder"
scanning of the optical frequency in a fixed cross section of the waveguide; a "multiplication" effect of the
initial scanning range due to mutual transformation of the radiation components; the possibility of
controlling the scanning process by means of a weak input (Stokes) pulse. The possibilities of "quenching"
stimulated Raman emission in a wave guide are also considered.
PACS numbers: 42.65.Dr, 84.40.Vt

INTRODUCTION
It is known that various nonlinear phenomena can be
observed in optical waveguides. Ippen et al. [1J have observed broadening of the spectrum of picosecond light
pulses passing through a multi mode optical waveguide.
This broadening was attributed by them to phase modulation due to the dependence of the refractive index of
the waveguide material on the light intensity. In an
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earlier paper(2J I called attention to the fact that the
passage of an intense light pulse with an initially fixed
field-oscillation frequency through a single-mode optical waveguide can be used to obtainl ) broadband scanning of the frequency in this pulse, such that the scanning interval can exceed, for example, 1014 rad/sec.
Frequency scanning uncovers great possibilities for
selective excitation of a specified level of multilevel
Copyright © 1977 American I nstitute of Physics
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quantum-mechanical systems with non-equidistant energy spectrum as a result of a succession of adiabatic
transitions (in the optical band) between neighboring
states, for example in atoms, impurity centers in solids, etc. A similar method (adiabatic fast passage) for
the excitation of quantum states in spin systems is well
known for the microwave band (see, e. g., (3.4J), and
its possible use in the optical region to obtain population inversion of two levels has been discussed in(5J
Adiabatic inversion of the populations in a system of
two vibrational levels of ammonia was recently investigated by Loy(6J and Hamadani et al. (7J Loy(6J worked
with a fixed laser-beam frequency, and varied the vibrational-transition frequency via the Stark effect by
applying an electric-field pulse to a gas (the range of
variation of the frequency amounted in this case to
-5x109 rad/sec). Hamadani et al. l7l effected a laserbeam frequency deviation in the range - 109 rad/sec by
varying the length of the laser resonator. We note also
that Strel'tsov and I (8J have called attention to the possibility of exciting higher vibrational levels by successive adiabatic transitions (in a gas with a well-resolved
rotational level structure), provided that the range of
frequency variation "spans" the corresponding nonequidistance of the system of vibrational-rotational levels, which usually does not exceed 1012 rad/sec. This
excitation can also be produced by scanning the frequency of the field oscillations of the light pulse in the optical waveguide.
Besides frequency scanning of the light pulse, other
nonlinear phenomena can be observed in a single-mode
.
optical waveguIde.
Ippen and Stolen(9-11J h ave 0 b served
stimulated Raman scattering and stimulated Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering in glass waveguides in the
cw regime, i. e., at a pump intensity constant in time.
They measured the gain at the first Stokes frequency.
Owing to the small transverse dimension (usually of the
order of 3X 10- 4 _10- 3 cm) and the large length of propagation without divergence and with practically no linear
absorption (this length reaches 105 cm in modern optical
waveguides U2J ) the pump power needed to observe the
stimulated scattering turned out to be very low, of the
order of several watts. (10-13J At the same time, the use
of sufficiently short pump pulses (for example, of duration shorter than 10- 7 sec) makes it easy to reach peakpower values exceeding 103 -105 W. When a wavegul'd e
is excited by such pulses, it is obviously necessary to
take into account multiple stimulated scattering (i. e. ,
to take into account an arbitrary number of components
. d' t e
d'm
(2],
of this scattering) and, furthermore, as mIca
it is necessary to take into account the frequency scanning in the propagating pulses. It should be noted here
that even in the cw regime the threshold of stimulated
Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering usually turns out to
be much higher than the calculated value(13] for strictly
monochromatic pumping. The authors of (12] attribute
this to the fact that the spectral widths of the customarily employed pump sources greatly exceed the width of
the spontaneous Mandel'shtam-Brillouin scattering line.
Bearing in mind the case of propagation of sufficiently
short light pulses in the waveguide, with a frequency
that lends itself to scanning, we shall disregard this
SOy. Phys. JETP, Vol. 44, No.4, October 1976

type of scattering.
In the present paper we examine jointly stimula.ted
Raman emission and frequency scattering in a singlemode optical waveguide in which light pulses propagate.
With respect to the stimulated Raman emission, in contrast to earlier studies, where the gain was estimated
at the first Stokes frequency, we have carried out a
step-by-step analysis of this phenomenon in the waveguide, taking into account not only the first Stokes component but an arbitrary number of components of higher
order. It will be shown below that under these conditions the stimulated Raman emission differs greatly in
general from the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) in
homogeneous three-dimensional volumes (see(14,15]) and
from stimulated Raman emission in optical resonators
(see(16-19]). In typical situations, it has features that
can be of practical interest. Our investigation consists
in a derivation of equations describing the considered
process in the optical waveguide, and the solution of
these equations for a number of cases. On the basis of
the obtained solutions, in particular, we have predicted
and investigated the following: "ladder" scanning of the
frequency, effect of "multiplication" of the range of continuous scanning, the possibility of controlling the scanning process with the aid of a weak Stokes input pulse,
and also the" quenching" of the stimulated Raman emission in a waveguide in a number of cases.

1. DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
Let the waveguide parameters be such that only one
(fundamental) mode can propagate in it in the considered
frequency region. The complex amplitude of the electric field of this wave can be written in the form
(see[12,20])
E=g(r.L)e"',

(1)

Here z and r.L are respectively the longitudinal and
transverse coordinates, and w is the frequency of the
propagating wave (the function g is real). We assume
that two or several waves of the type under consideration, with frequencies w. determined by the relation
(2)

where w is the frequency of the vibrational transition
with whi~h the stimulated Raman emission is connected,
are excited by an external source at the entrance to the
waveguide in the plane z =O. Accordingly, the electric
field in the waveguide can be written in the form
e=

+

1:Pq(z, t)gq(r.L)e,·,H·,,+c.c.,

,

(3)

kq=k(w q},

with the complex functions F.(z, t) as can be easily verified with the aid of Maxwell's equations, satisfying the
relations

ap, + v, --;;;:aP --at
q _

iWq

'2N q

r""S

p<extr)g
q
q

dr

1 ,
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(4)
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and
(0») 2
N q =1- (neff

411

Jgq d
2

(5)

r.u

p~extr) is the complex amplitude of the extraneous polarization, which is taken into account in (4) as a perturbation and is in general a sum of the linear and nonlinear
parts of the polarization of the waveguide material at
the frequency w.' The linear part is due to losses
caused by linear absorption; the nonlinear part is due in
this case to two effects: stimulated Raman emission
and the dependence of the refractive index of the material of the waveguide on the light intensity. Accordingly, we write

dium on the light intensity, we specify this dependence
concretely by assuming, for the sake of argument, that
it is connected with the Kerr effect and that the polarizations of all the considered waves are equal. In this
case we can start from the relations
P 2(nl)

=xe,

(12)

with a scalar susceptibility X. For the sake of argument we confine ourselves also to the case when the
time required for the Kerr effect to be established
greatly exceeds the period of the molecular vibrations
(h 1 < wr ). Starting from (12) and taking (2) into account,
we obtain
(13)

(6)

where the linear part

P~L)

satisfies the equality

where the quantities Xl satisfy the equation
(7)

(;{" is the imaginary part of the linear dielectric susceptibility of the material).
The nonlinear part of the polarization P~i'l), which is
connected with the stimulated Raman emission, can be
obtained from the material equation of the medium that
is active in the Raman-scattering spectrum (see,
e. g. ,[14.15), in analogy with the procedures used in the
papers[16-19) describing stimulated Raman emission in
optical resonators:

(8)

(I)
.
(I) ) ]
•
+X,F q _ 1 ( g,g'+I)gq_1 exp(z!Ilq,
t-,k
•
ql Z

where
(1\

The relations (4), (6)-(8), (10), (13), and (14) form a
closed system of equations for the quantities F., Xu
and Xl"
We simplify this system by conSidering the case when
the scale T of the variation of the quantities Fl F i+1 as
functions of the time is large in comparison with the
characteristic time of establishment of the stimulated
Raman emission (this condition corresponds to the inequality hT» 1) and the scale T1 of the variation of
I F l 12 is large in comparison with the characteristic
time of establishment of the Kerr effect (h 1T1 »1). In
this case, putting formally in (10) X, '" 0 and Xl'" 0 in
(14), and expressing next Xl in terms of FIFi+1 and Xl
in terms of I F , 12, we arrive at the follOwing closed system of equations for the quantity F.:

(2)

Wqt =W q+o.>l-CO q-t-Wl+1,

kq~t)=kq+kl-kq_l-kl+l'

Wql =Wq+WI+1-Cth-OOq+i!

(9)

kq~2J·=kq+kr+t-kl-kH'I'

(15)

N is the density of the molecules active in the Raman

center; a is the polarizability of one molecule and is a
function of the relative locations of the nuclei (x); the
derivative da/dx is taken at the point corresponding to
the equilibrium position, and is a constant coefficient;
the quantities Xl are the amplitudes of the molecular oscillations in the medium and satisfy the equations
X,=-(h+i/),)X,

i da
4m dx

•

+ --F,F,+I.

(10)

Here
(11)
m is the reduced mass of the molecule, which corresponds to the considered normal vibrations; h is the
half-width of the spontaneous Raman scattering line (2h
« wr ).

To find that part of the linear polarization which is
due to the dependence of the refractive index of the me685

(14)
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where
OOq
/lq = 2N

,

Sx "( !Il,)g, drL•

a" =

2

J

!Il q

a., = 16mNq

N(g,gq+l) (g,g'+I)drL'

(da.) 2

b" =

&

.

J

(16)

V2g,'g,' dr L •

Our analysis here includes the case when the quantities
l{", N, and 112 depend on r 1 ; accordingly, the indicated
quantities have been left under the integral sign in (16).
We note also that the initial perturbation method (3),
(4) is applicable under the condition that all the susceptibilities that determine the extraneous polarization (6)
are small in comparison with d£o/41T, where d EO is the
difference between the values of the linear real part of
the dielectric constant of the medium inside the waveguide and on its periphery.
Equations (15) constitute a nonlinear system for the
quantities F. and describe, in accordance with (2) different components of stimulated Raman emission (the
subscript q takes on values 0, ± 1, ± 2, ••• while the values q'" 0, q < 0, and q > 0 correspond to the pump and to
V. N. Lugovol
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the Stokes and anti-Stokes components, respectively).
We shall consider this system below for the case of
greatest interest, when the external source excites only
two waves-the pump and the first Stokes wave-i. e. ,
we assume
Fol,~o=Yo(t), F-d,~o=L,(t),

employ under our conditions the following device: confining ourselves first to only three neighboring components F. and F.iu we linearize them with respect to
F'il (a general solution of these linearized equations can
be easily obtained) and then" join together" with respect
to z the solutions corresponding to different values of
q. The corresponding procedure yields

(17)

Fql ,~o==O, (q*O, -1),

Yo and Y- l are specified functions of the time. In this
case the frequencies w. (which in general can be chosen
arbitrarily within the framework of (2» can be conveniently defined by the exact equalities w. = Wo + q (wo
- W-l)' We then have W~~,2) '" 0 and 6 1 = 6- 1, The quantities k~~,2), which enter also in (15), are determined by
the frequency dispersion of the quantity nm(w) (the only
exceptions are the values k~~) and k~~~-u which are equal
to zero regardless of the dispersion).

Fo(T, O,,;;z";;z_,) =Yo(T)exp(i~;o, IYo(T) I'z),
F-, (T, O";;Z";;L,) =L, (T)exp[

Fq_, (T, Zq";;Z";;Zq_,) = (ifj,kq)
Xexp [

(x::' +i~:'o.') IYo(T) I'z],

-'x::' F,' (T, zq-O)F;+, (T, z.-O)

(x~:' +i~:.q;) :: IYo(T) I'(z-zq)]

Fq(T, Zq";;Z";;Zq_,) =Fq(T, zq-O)exp
FH , (T, Zq";;Z";;Zq_,) =Fo+, (T, zq-O)exp [

,

(23)

[i~;q, :: IYo(T) I'(z-zq) ] ,

(X::'· +i~:q) ) :: IYo (T) I'(z-zq) ] ,

where
2. STIMULATED RAMAN EMISSION IN THE CASE
OF STRONG DISPERSION n2ff(w)
fj,z,

We consider first the most typical case

where

Y,(T)
L,(T)

IV~}

-;;;-.

(24)

(q =- 1, - 2, ••• ).

In the derivation of these relations
we used also the equality

z
T=t--;;-,

m=O,±L

(19)

The inequality (18) is usually satisfied, for example,
under those conditions when the frequency dependence
of n~~~(w) is determined mainly by the dispersion of the
refractive index of the waveguide material, and by the
same token, is relatively strong. We confine ourselves
here to the following interval in z:
(20)

where lp is the length of the train of light pulses propagating in the waveguide. In this interval we can neglect
the difference between the group velocities of the pulses
of three neighboring components (i. e., we can put formally V.il =v. =v) and neglect the linear absorption in
the waveguide (i. e., we can put IJ.. =0). We assume also that

I

tJ.k.

X;·~'Yo'(T)

I>

1.

q=-l, -2•....

(21b)

Here and below
(q)

(q)

aq-Ia~rl.ll

v(h-ili_,)
Ctq-taq-I.q-t

v(h-ilL,)

,

It can be verified that expression (23) within the intervals t:.z. are asymptotically exact in terms of the parameter defined by relations (18) and (21). We see that
these expressions describe the process of a consecutive
practically complete conversion of the pump into the
first Stokes component, that of a first component into
the second, etc. of the stimulated Raman emission when
a light pulse propagates in a waveguide. We note here
that we have neglected above the influence of the priming (spontaneous) radiation at the higher Stokes frequencies. This is valid under the conditions

(25)

L,(T)

XI>

(q =- 1, - 2, ••. ), which follows from (15) with account
taken of only two neighboring components and which is
valid apprOximately in the interval Z.+l < Z < Z.-l'

(21a)

InIYo(T)I>l.

X"

{I

(18)

ILik.I>ls,Y,'(l) [, q=-l, -2, ... ,

In

1

Rex~:)IYo(T) I,ln

(q)

X" =
(q)

x" =

Ctq+la q .q- I

v (h-ili_,)

,

(22)

aq+laqq

v(h-ilL,)

where A. is the scale of localization of the function
g.(r1 ); Q~') is the total cross section of the spontaneous
Raman scattering per molecule at a wavelength 27111(0) /
k.. We note also that since expressions (23) are valid
for the boundary functions Yo(t) and Y-l(t) of arbitrary
form, these expressions yield in essence also the solution of the corresponding statistical problem. 2)
It follows from (23) that in general the instantaneous
frequency of the oscillations of a field in a fixed section
Z varies with time. We put

To find the solution of the initial nonlinear system of
differential equations (15) of arbitrary order, we can
686
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The instantaneous frequency n. of the oscillations of the field of the q-th component can then be
written in the form n. =w.+ lin., where
(m

=0,

-1).

(26)

ilQ,=-ac1),IiJt.

Obtaining from (23) a system of recurrence relations
for the quantities <1>.( T, z. - 0), solving this system, and
carrying out the differentiation (26) (with (24) taken into
account), we obtain
d<po(,)
(0)
dIYo(,)I'
~Qo(T,O<z<z-I)=--d-t-- ~o:
dT
'
:',0 (
--q

T. z,

<

" )=_ d<po(T)
:<.'_1
dT

+ q (dq:_I(l)
dT

_ d<po(T) )

dT

+_1_["(0)IX,+ (R~)+Im (O»]!:..-lnl Yo(T) 1
(0)
~o
q ~ 1
Xli
d
Y ()
ReXl!
ao
T
-1 T
(')

~o

IX, dIYo(T)
: IX,
dT

I'
'

(27)

q=-1, -2, ... ,

where
110=0,

p~l:

+ 1m iii

Rex'/)IY (T)I"
"11

___ ~
/-

1,

(28)

_.....

{I

Expression (27) for lin. is given in the interval liz.
within which a noticable value is possessed only by the
q-th component (the neighboring components are small
inside this interval, and the remaining components, as
can be easily verified from (15) are negligible with even
higher accuracy). In (27), at a fixed value of z and at
different T, the interval z. < z < Z ... l corresponds to the
interval I YO.1 2 < I Yo( T) 12 < I Yo, ._112, where the quantities
I YO.1 2 , as easily seen from (23) and (24), are determined from the equations
(29)

Each of these equations can be easily solved by successive approximations with allowance taken of the slow dependence of the logarithm on I Yol ; in the zeroth approximation we have

(30)
In accordance with (27) and (30), in a fixed section z,
with increasing value of I Yo 12 in the pulse, the frequency of the radiation passing through the waveguide
varies continuously initially in a certain interval; then,
at I Yo,_112, a "jump" of this frequency takes place, followed again by a continuous variation, the next jump of
the frequency takes place at I Yo,_212 and is followed by
a new interval of continuous variation, etc.
Inasmuch as by virtue of (27) and (30) the values of
the intervals of continuous variation of the frequency
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can greatly exceed the reciprocal values of the corresponding time of this variation (see also the numerical
example below), this means that frequency scanning is
possible in these intervals. The considered discretecontinuous character of the frequency variation with
scanning in the intervals of the continuous variation will
as a whole be called a "ladder" scanning of frequency.
It follows also from (27) and (30) that in general the position on the frequency scale of each of the individual intervals of continuous scanning (in the vicinity of each
of the frequencies w.) depends on the ratio of the constants of the medium and of the parameters of the input
pulses. This feature of the scanning in question can be
used in practice in expressions of multilevel quantummechanical systems with quasi-equidistant spectra (owing to the successive adiabatic transitions) to tune the
positions of the individual scanning intervals to the frequencies of the corresponding transitions of the multilevel system.
Let us examine expression (27) in greater detail for
the case when the frequency deviations with respect to
the input pump pulses and the Stokes component are absent (dcpo( T)/dT= dcp-l( T)/dT= 0), and the duration of the
input pulse of the first Stokes component is larger than
or of the order of the duration of the input pump pulse.
In this case, under the condition I ImXWI «{3~f, with
allowance for relations (21) and (24), we obtain
(31)
As seen from (31), under these conditions the frequency
scanning lin. is due to the dependence of the refractive
index on the light intensity, and is transferred, as it
were, when the components are transformed into one
another, from each preceding component to the succeeding one in the sense that with sufficient accuracy (lin.wr /
wo) the final frequency of the preceding interval of continuous variation differs from the initial frequency of
the preceding integral by an amount w00 By way of illustration, the figure shows the total dependence of the
instantaneous frequency on the time in a fixed section z.
It is seen that in the typical case the values of the integrals of continuous variation of the frequency increase
with increasing I ql, so that the frequency-variation integral of the last component of the stimulated Raman
emission can constitute an appreciable fraction of the
total interval of the continuous scanning lin tot over all
the components (i. e., the sum of all the individual bands
of the continuous frequency variation).
We present also an expression for lin. (in the absence
of frequency deviations in the input pulses):

1

6_1 [q(q+t) dIYo(T)I'
. d
Yo(T)
IYo(T)I'
dT
+q dTln Y_1(T)

/lQ,(T,z,<z<Zq-I)""2h

I']

,

(32)
which follows from (27) and is valid under the conditions
11m X.':) I>A~~>,
~

Iql~lnl

ilk,

X't';Yo'(T)

\

(33)
.

We see from (32) that the frequency scanning is possible
also in the absence of the nonlinearity connected with
V. N. Lugovoi
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the Kerr effect. An individual continuous frequency
variation interval, corresponding to the q-th component
of the stimulated Raman emission at a fixed value of z
and a given waveform of the input pump pulses and of
the first Stokes component is usually also enhanced with
increasing I ql. We note at the same time that the location of these intervals on the frequency scale, as seen
from (30) and (32), differs quite essentially from their
location in the preceding case (cL (30), (31».
Formula (27) leads to two other consequences of practical interest. If frequency scanning is already present
in one of the input pulses (df/JO(T)/dTt- 0, or df/J_l(T)/dT
*- 0) and the intensity in these pulses remains constant
in time (with I YO.1 2 < I YOl2 < I Yo,._112), then, as seen
from (27), frequency scanning of the q-th component of
the stimulated Raman emission (i. e., scanning in the
vicinity of the frequency w.) appears in a fixed section
z (z. < Z < Z.-l)' The scanning interval of the converted
radiation exceeds in this case the initial interval by I ql
times, i. e., an effect of "multiplication" of the scanning
interval sets in, and makes it possible to broaden the
initial interval by many times. This effect may be of
practical importance also because frequency modulation
of a very weak input Stokes pulse, with the pump pulse
not modulated (df/Jo( T)/ dT; 0), suffices for its realization, as can be seen from (27). Finally, if there are
practically no frequency deviations in the initial pulses,
but the duration of the initial pulse of the Stokes component is much less than the duration of the initial pump
, pulse, then the decisive term in (27) (see also (32» may
become the term containing I Y_l(T)I. In the latter case,
as is readily seen, it becomes possible to control the
scanning process in the waveguide with the aid of the
amplitude envelope of the weak (Stokes) input pulse.
Thus, frequency scanning of the stimulated Raman
emission components in an optical waveguide has distinguishing features that can be of practical interest.
For example, the difference between the ladder scanning
considered above and the customary one lies in the discrete-continuous variation of the frequency, and also in
the fact that the poSition, on the frequency scale, of the
continuous-scanning intervals does not depend significantly at all on the constants of the waveguide material
and on the parameters of the input pulse and Stokes-radiation pulses; in the case of stimulated Raman emission it becomes possible to control in the waveguide the
process of frequency scanning of an intense light field
with the aid of an additional weak (Stokes) pulse, and also the possibility of the already discussed "multiplication" of the initial-scanning interval.
We note that the expressions given in this section are
in general valid under the condition that the individual
continuous-scanning intervals, roughly speaking, do not
exceed noticably the width of the spontaneous Raman
scattering line (a more accurate condition can be easily
obtained with the aid of (23), by starting with the requirement that the stimulated Raman emission be quasistationary, hT» 1). Since these intervals in general
increase with increasing number of the component I ql ,
this condition may be violated, for example, for the
higher-order components. In this case it is necessary
£88
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to start from the nonstationary Eq. (10). The corresponding analysis shows that in general" quenching" of
the stimulated Raman emission is possible in this case,
in the sense that the effective values of the corresponding quantities xW become smaller.
We present a numerical example. We assume Ak.
-10cm- l ,
~f') -10-' cgs esu,

(l =0, ± 1), I Yol ;'ax =108 cgs esu (corresponding at a typical value A. - 5 X 10- 4 cm to a pulse peak power P - 3
X 103 W), I Y_ 112 =104 cgs esu. We have here Az. - 50

cm, so that at Z =10 3 cm the maximum value of I ql is
- 20; the interval AO tot (the sum of all the individual
bands of the continuous scanning) is by virtue of (31),
AO tot - 103 /Tp where Tp is the duration of the input pump
pulse. For example, at Tp =3 X 10- 10 sec we have AO tot
- 3x 1012 rad/sec. The total interval AOfot of ladder
scanning at a typical value wr - 1014 rad/sec exceeds 1015
rad/sec.

3. STIMULATED RAMAN EMISSION AT WEAK
DISPERSION n~ff(w)

Assume that condition (21b) is satisfied. We consider Eqs. (15) with boundary condition (17) in the interval 0 < z < AZo' where the value of AZo is determined
from the condition that the reactions of the first Stokes
component and the first anti-Stokes components on the
pump wave can be neglected (see, e. g., (40». The solution of the corresponding linear system of equations
for the amplitudes F-l and Fl of these components with
boundary condition (17) is elementary:
Y-.Ce) (;.e
<
,
(0'1 YoCe) I"jz
'},
F_.Ce,z)=-"-s,e"')exp{,,[ ~+~_.
s,-s,
F,"(T,Z o,~

S'S2Y-, ('e)
(

<)

s,-;,

Yo

(0,

'() (e"'-e"~)exp{-i[~+~,

(34)

IYo(';) I'jz},

T

Here
Sm=(X::')-'[Am+i~-Z::' IYo(T) I'],

m =1,2,

A",='/,{-8,1 Yo ('e) 1'+[ (8,'+48,) IYo (T) 1'+4i(X::' -X::' )~I Yo (,;) 1'-4~']'},

(35)
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8 t= -

(Xt';) +X:~»)'
82=Xi~O)X2\O) -X~~) X2~O),
\;=_1/2(Llk,+s,IY,(T) I').

Expressions (35) for the characteristic exponents A1,2
(the real parts of which at fixed T determine the gain
with respect to z of the coupled system of Stokes and
anti-Stokes waves in the waveguide) can be of interest
for arbitrary ratios of the parameters contained in
them, since the dispersion n!~i<w), depending on the profile of the refractive index of the waveguide, can be
strong, weak, or intermediate. In particular, for specially chosen waveguide refractive-index profiles
(seem), the dispersion r !~i<w) can be practically eliminated.
Let us dwell in greater detail on the case of weak dispersion, when
(36)

In this case the characteristic exponents Al,2 are proportional to the pump intensity:
)..1.,='/,1 Y,( 1:) 1'{-s,=F[s,'+4s2 +2is, (x~~) -x;:) ) -s,']"'} ,

(37)

and the corresponding proportionality coefficient is determined both by the susceptibilities xt~) and x~g), contained in Sl and by the specific waveguide coefficient S2
and the coefficient S3 (which determines the degree of
mismatch of the frequency scanning of the pump wave
and the stimulated Raman emission components).
We assume also that
(38)

We then obtain from (37) the following expression for
the gains of the considered waves:
Re)..,""Re~ IY,(T) I'.

(39)

s,

This is much less than the gain Rexl~) I Yo( T)1 2 of the
Stokes wave in the case of strong dispersion nm(w) (see
(23», which in turn means a quenching of the stimulated
Raman emission (or stimulated Raman scattering) in
the waveguide. 3) By virtue of (39), the reactions of the
considered waves on the pump wave sets in at

- (8

ilz,"" Re+,IY,(T)I'

)-. in Iy_',(T)
Y (1:) I.

(40)

The quenching of the stimulated Raman emission in the
waveguide can be used to increase the pump power
transmitted through this waveguide without conversion
into stimulated Raman emission components, and to increase the interval of continuous scanning of the pump
frequency.
In conclusion we call also attention to the possibility
of quenching the stimulated Raman emission in the case
of strong dispersion n!~l(w). As seen from (16) and
(22), the quantity Rext~) I Yo 12 itself decreases (in the
limit, to zero) at large values of the ratio A-l1 Au of the
scales of the localization of the eigenfunctions g-l(rJ
and go(rJJ. It is therefore clear that if the refractive689
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index profile at the pump frequency is of the waveguide
type (Ana> 0), and is not of the waveguide type at the
first Stokes frequency (Ana';; 0), as is realized at Ana
- 10- 3 , then the stimulated Raman emission will be completely quenched.

l)It is known that phase modulation of the field of a light beam
is observed also in an inhomogeneous nonlinear medium. In
a homogeneous medium, however, this modulation differs
substantially from modulation in a single-mode waveguide,
since the redistribution of the energy over the cross section
of a beam propagating in a homogeneous medium makes it
practically impossible to produce in the medium scanning,
i.e., a monotonic variation of the frequency in the interval
An » l/T, where T is the duration of this change. A similar limitation arises also when modes interfere in a multimode waveguide.
2)If the assumption hl « wr made in the preceding section is
not satisfied, i.e., if hl ~ W r , then it can be verified that
the form of the solution (23) remains in force also in this
case. The differences reduce only to somewhat modified
values of the constants that enter in the solution.
3)rn the theory of stimulated Raman scattering in a homogeneous medium (i.e., outside the waveguides) it is known that
the gain of the coupled Stakes and anti-Stokes waves can vanish. This occurs when the phase synchronism condition is
satisfied. However, a gain of pratically the same value as
for the Stokes wave occurs upon deviation from the phasesynchrOnism condition, which is also always realized in
stimulated Raman scattering in three-dimensional homogeneous volumes (see [14.15). There is therefore no quenching
of stimulated Raman emission in a homogeneous medium.
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